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A wonderful album with mixed sounds from various genres, disco songs, love songs... you can't just listen

to this album... you must DISCOVER it... 15 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Dance, EASY LISTENING: Love

Songs Details: F{g}F,aka Francesco Graziani, was born february 14th 1981. It was during his early

childhood that due to his father's flair for music he started getting firm grasps of what it would become

very soon a passion. The very prime keyboards he used to begin creating and composing were a

TECHNICS first and a FARFISA F1 after. However the artist's interest was soon after captured by a GEM

WK4 and a very much astounding KORG TRINITY which are still currently owned by him. During his

artistic journey he starts exploring and finding out new ways to create his music with the famous FAST

TRACKER 2, then with cubase and last but not least with LOGIC AUDIO which He considers "the perfect

instrument" for elctronic music. Embracing the fast growing digital phenomenon a few years ago,

following the trace left behind by the genius of MICHAEL ROBERTSON and his earliest creature mp3he

released two albums, which have been not surprisengly acclaimed and for several weeks in the top ten of

the charts.His evolution, following ROBERTSON's steps after the mp3experience took him to a whole

new level named CDBABY.COM which is part of a new project called MP3TUNES.com. Over the years

the artist has been influenced by numerous sources among the others some of the biggest icons in

electronic music like Mike Oldfield, Jean Michel Jarre, Vangelis. The first album released on

CDBABY.com "Two Steps To Heaven - Special 2005 Edition" is mostly made of the same material

already used on his second work for mp3but includes also two brand new tracks worth to be listened and

danced. In this last piece of work the music buff can perfectly detect a very far fetched mixture of different

kinds which are all part of the keen musically growing and influence aquiring processes that brought the

artist to a highly standardized level of maturity, it also shows very clearly and most importantly the
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passionate love for music. ATTENTION: The first 5 copies in stock on cdbabyhave a special autographed

cover... hurry up! This offer is limited only to that 5 copies!!!
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